Graduate and Postdoctoral Alumni

The Graduate Division invites all of our graduate program and postdoctoral alumni to stay involved with UC San Francisco! Your ongoing commitment to the Graduate Division is crucial to the continued success of our programs, students, scholars, and research activities. From mentoring, speaking at events, attending alumni weekend, or making a donation, there are lots of ways to strengthen your connection to UCSF and have a positive impact on the next generation of scientists.

Alumni Association

The Graduate Division Alumni Association (GDAA) serves alumni of UCSF graduate and postdoctoral programs. It offers you an easy way to reconnect with friends and classmates, make contact with colleagues around the country, and meet today's students, postdocs, and faculty. The GDAA's mission is to support a strong community among the researchers trained at UCSF. As part of that commitment, there is an alumni online community where you can access the alumni directory and class notes, information about membership and benefits, and find out how to attend upcoming events. Visit the GDAA's online alumni community today [1]! Also, be sure to sign up for UCSF Connect [2], the official networking platform for UCSF alumni, students, postdocs, residents, fellows, faculty, and staff.

Make a Gift

There are many ways to show your support for the Graduate Division [3]. Gifts small and large are greatly appreciated and are tax deductible. If you are considering a large donation, for example an endowment or scholarship in your name, please contact Brandon O'Hare [4] (tel. 415/476-3947), director of development for the Graduate Division and the School of Pharmacy, for more information on how we can acknowledge your contribution.
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